AV INSTRUCTIONS
The items included in the Instructor AV Lectern (also called Crestron) system are:
• Mini iPad
• DVD player
• Computer monitor (keyboard and mouse are in the pull down space at your waist)

When you arrive, the iPad will look like this:

Just tap the screen to turn it on.

You will then see the main menu:

If you wish to use the laptop on the lectern, touch the Laptop icon and drag it into the source box:

This will turn the projectors on and lower the screens.

If you want to access the internet, choose a browser (Chrome, Firefox). You can then access the internet and
navigate to YouTube, EverNote, Google, or other sites

If you wish to use your own laptop, use the cord labeled ADA Laptop to plug into your own laptop:

And then drag ADA HDMI into the source box to have it project onto the screens:

If you wish to play a DVD, you will drag and drop the Apple TV icon into the source box:

If you open the doors of the cabinet at your knees, you can put in the DVD:

DVD controls (play, pause, forward, rewind) can be accessed on the manual controller in the pull down panel
at your waist (which is also where the microphones live):

Certain rooms are equipped with Hearing Loops and will have this sign by the door:

Please note that if you teach in one of these rooms, you must use either the handheld or the lav mic! For
students who do not have a hearing aid, there are portable headphones in the lectern for the student to wear
(additional sets are available in the reception area).
You have the ability to control the volume for all media here:

Please note that the volume is automatically set to MUTE, and you need to unmute it (by pressing the volume
button in the middle with the red X).

If you want to mute the sound of a video or projected media, press Mute Video. The students will still be able
to see the video, but they will not be able to hear it.

If you want to hide your screen from the students, press Video Blank. You will still be able to see the
information on the laptop, but the students will not be able to see it on the projected screen.

If you need to switch between sources, just drag and drop the one you want into the source box. To switch,
just drag the other icon into the source box.

When you are done with your class, simply press Shut Down Classroom. This will raise the screens and turn off
the projectors.

DO NOT USE
At no time will you need to use the Lecturn PC icon:

You also cannot plug a thumbdrive or other media into the outlets and ports behind the panel on the left of
the lectern, though you may use the electric outlet in there if you need power (for a laptop or phone, etc.):

